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Peter Elliott acts on a broad range of technology, telecommunications, sourcing
and commercial law matters. He has a particular focus on large transactions, in
addition to providing regulatory advice on a range of complex matters. Peter is

Intellectual Property and
Technology

attuned to providing advice and understanding the practical needs of his clients
(both from a customer and supplier perspective) after having extensive in-house
secondment experience. This is supplemented by an international outlook
having practised in DLA Piper's Dubai and Hong Kong offices.

Financial Services
Insurance
Media, Sport and
Entertainment
Technology

Advising the European Commission on a major study into cloud computing contracts and on how the laws of England & Wales apply
in a cloud computing context
Advising a global bank on the transformational re-platforming of its legacy IT infrastructure
Advising a global telecommunications company on the outsourcing of their network operating centres across seven jurisdictions
Drafting and negotiating a keystone contract for a global sporting body relating to the development and maintenance of the app and
website for the hosting of an major sporting event
Advising a leading body on the establishment of a start-up innovation lab within the insurance sector in London
Secondments (both 'physical' and 'virtual') to Barclays Bank, Vodafone and Interoute (now GTT)

Recognitions
Nominated for the 'Rising Star' award for the Global Sourcing Association in 2017
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Events
Peter has presented to external clients and various conferences on this topic, including at the Cloud World Expo in 2016
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